know your
cannabis

How to consume medicinal cannabis
in a responsible way

Toronto Compassion Centre (TCC)
Toronto's primary not-for-profit
medical marijuana resource facility.
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Systems of Delivery:
Smoking:
Smoking is the most common method
used because of convenience, rapid
onset, and greater control over dosage.
The short-term effects may last up to a
few hours. Cannabis may be cut or
ground up then rolled into a 'cigarette'
or 'joint,' the narrower the better for
efficiency. Choose rolling papers that
are as thin and narrow as you can
manage, made from unbleached hemp
or rice, and with non-toxic vegetablebased glue. Pipes and water-pipes are
useful for smoking small quantities.
Glass pipes are the most hygienic and
easiest to keep clean. Water pipes can
cool the smoke to ease intake, but their
filtering and humidifying effects may
be counter-productive.

Vaporizing:
A vaporizer will pass heated air through
your cannabis, releasing the active
chemicals without the unwanted heat,
destruction of cannabinoids, and byproducts of combustion associated with
smoking. Hot-air vaporizing is healthier
and more efficient than smoking.

Eating:
This method is effective for people who
would rather not smoke, and provides
more of a body effect, pain relief, for a
longer amount of time. Effects are felt
in about an hour and may last up to 8

hours. The active ingredients can be
extracted into fat or alcohol, dramatically
increasing digestibility and effect.
Cannabis infused oils, butters and
alcohols can be used in making food
laden with THC, substituted wherever a
non-potent version is called for, or
ingested on their own. A near-empty
stomach is best for assimilation and
comfort. Cannabis seed is very healthy,
high in efficiently digested 'essential
fatty acids.'

Others:
Alcohol infused 'tinctures,' depending on
their base and strength, can be drank,
dropped under the tongue (sublingual),
inhaled or applied topically (as can other
preparations). Different people and
conditions respond to different methods.
In most cases, it is worth-while to
determine which system of delivery
is the most effective for the individual.

Useful Accessories:
There are many products that you may
find helpful and/or necessary. Vaporizers,
including very inexpensive ‘vaporizing
pipes,’ glass pipes, rolling papers, simple
and inexpensive ‘rolling machines,’ and
‘bud grinders,’ are among the most highly
recommended and useful items. Please
consult www.torontohemp.com for such
items, and also for very useful instructional
information such as ‘how to roll,’ and
further information about vaporization.
We recommend THC also for their garden
supply section focused primarily on small
scale medical cultivation, and information
about ‘growing your own.’ For seeds you
may want to visit Sacred Seed (.com),
and if you would like to try vaporization
and different vaporizers, we recommend
KindredCafe.com and VaporCentral.com.

What is the TCC?:

Know Your Rights

The Toronto Compassion Centre (TCC) is a
not for profit organization established in 1997
by peer volunteers with the mandate of
facilitating access to safe, clean herbal
medicine for terminally and chronically ill
members in a beneficial and supportive
environment.

It is still illegal in Canada to possess, grow
or distribute cannabis. Being part of a
cannabis club does not give you the right
to smoke wherever you please. Keep in
mind that non-smokers have rights too.
Never share or sell cannabis that you buy
at a compassion club or otherwise
jeopardize your safe source, your friends'
safe source, your support group and your
political 'paving machines.' Take
precautions to avoid the harmful effects of
arrest; cannabis seizure, a criminal record
and possibly imprisonment. On the other
hand, while marijuana is still illegal, you
likely agree that it shouldn't be. If you get a
chance to, please do your part to help
others like yourself and perhaps even
future generations, by at least simply
sharing your opinion and experience with
others (friends, politicians, doctors,
researchers, etc.). Federal exemptions from
marijuana laws are being granted to
people whose doctors are willing and able
to complete the required forms and who
satisfy the government's strict criteria. If you
are eligible for Health Canada MMAR
exemption, please consider obtaining it! And
please as the TCC for help with the process
as well as connection with a grower. If you
have a federal exemption please stay
within its limits.

Useful Quotes:
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration's Chief
Administrative Law Judge, Francis L. Young:
"Marijuana, in its natural form, is one of the
safest therapeutically active substances known”
Senate Committee Report: "When cannabis was
included in the international conventions in 1925,
there was no knowledge of its effects... We
should state this clearly once and for all, for
public good: it is time to stop this crusade."
Supreme Court of Canada:
“Even if it was once the case, and in my view it
never was, the prohibition against cannabis is
no longer defensible.”
and:
“The
� harm caused by using the criminal law to
punish the simple use of marihuana far outweighs
the benefits that its prohibition can bring.”
Fraser Institute: "Unless we wish to continue
the transfer of these billions from this lucrative
endeavor to organized crime, the current policy
on prohibition should be changed.”
Law Enforcement Against Prohibition (LEAP):
"The mission of LEAP is to reduce the multitude
of harms resulting from fighting the war on
drugs and to lessen the incidence of death,
disease, crime, and addiction by ultimately
ending drug prohibition."
Ledain Commission (1972): "The probable
consequences of legalization seem to me to be
less harmful than the evils of prohibition.
Prohibition is very expensive economically
socially and morally. It undermines the educative
value of the law."

Mailing Address:
Toronto Compassion Centre
PO Box 65151 RPO Chester
Toronto ON M4K 3Z2
Fax: 416-461-7116
Non-member phone: 416-668-6337
For membership applications and
more information: www.tccentre.org
For even more information and
supplies: www.torontohemp.com
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